
DESIGNING FOR THE INDUSTRY often means working 
in a fast-paced, deadline-driven environment. Below are 10 
tips on how designers can save time.

1. HAVE SOME STYLE AND ADD YOUR OWN TOUCH.
InDesign style sheets are extremely useful for applying 
styles to paragraphs, characters, objects, tables, and cells. 
Not only do they ensure consistency, but they also save you 
time compared to manually formatting. Take it one step fur-
ther by assigning your own shortcut keys. E.g. Assign Cmd 
Keypad 1 for “Headline,” Cmd Keypad 2 for “Deck,” etc.

2. BUILD A NEST.  Nested styles can automate the applica-
tion of character styles when the text you are formatting 
follows a specific pattern. A simple example could be if you 
want the first three words of your initial paragraph to be 
in a particular style. You can create a character style, and 
then modify the paragraph style to include instructions to 
apply your character style “through 3 words.” You can do 
this by double clicking the paragraph style to bring up the 
“Paragraph Style Option” dialog box, then choosing “Drop 
Caps and Nested Styles,” and hitting the “New Nested Style” 
button. You can set up even more complex nested styles for 
format-heavy items such as listings.

3. STYLE ON THE GO. You should already have set style 
sheets, but consider making special style sheets as you go. If 
you are designing something special, but change your mind 
about a format such as colour, you will save yourself from 
lots of manual labour by simply redefining your on-the-fly 
style sheet.

4. FINDERS KEEPERS. The Find/Change function can be 
useful in a variety of ways. For example, you can use it to 
conduct a document-wide search for a particular formatting 
(e.g. italics) and replace those instances with a character 
style. You can also save your search as a query so that you 
can run it again in future.

5. IT’S AT YOUR FINGERTIPS. There are many keyboard 
shortcuts, but it’s up to you to figure out which ones are the 
most useful for your workflow. Here are a few goodies that 
are particularly useful when doing editorial design (Win-
dows equivalent in brackets):

-Cycle between open applications – Cmd Tab (Alt Tab)
-Fit spread in window – Cmd Option 0 (Ctrl Alt 0) 
-Paste in place – Cmd Option Shift V (Ctrl Alt Shift V)

-Reset kerning and tracking – Cmd Option Q (Ctrl Alt Q)
-Fill with placeholder text – Option F (Alt F)
(You can make Option F or Alt F a custom keyboard short-
cut by going to Edit > Keyboard Shortcuts...)
-Paste without formatting – Cmd Shift V (Ctrl Shift V)
(This is especially useful when used in conjunction with 
set templates that already contain the formatting that the 
pasted text will take on. E.g. If your templates are set up to 
have headlines already on your pages, you need only copy 
the headline from your story and “Paste without format-
ting” into the existing headline text box. This saves you the 
additional step of applying your “Headline” paragraph style 
to the pasted text.)

6. VISIT THE LIBRARY AND CONTINUE TO USE IT.  
Don’t design something over and over. Save common design 
elements into an InDesign library. This will alleviate the task 
of pulling up old documents to copy and paste elements.

7. THE ULTIMATE MASTER.  InDesign allows the option of 
basing master pages on parent master pages. Create a parent 
master page to hold elements that you plan on having on 
every single page in your publication (e.g. folio/date). Make 
your publication’s sections master pages based on the parent 
master page so that any change to the parent master page 
affects all sections.

8. DOUBLE DUTY.  If you can, use multiple monitors. 
Numerous studies show that productivity significantly 
increases when using multiple displays.

9. STAY FOCUSED.  There are many potential distractions 
that can interrupt your creative juices. Whether it be new e-
mail message alert pop-ups, or people popping by your desk 
to ask a question or to have a friendly chat. You may want 
to consider turning off your new e-mail message alerts or 
reducing the frequency for which your mail program checks 
for new e-mails. If you are working on something that could 
benefit from your undivided attention, it can also be benefi-
cial to go to a private space (such as an empty board room) 
so that you can focus on the current task at hand.

10. KNOWLEDGE IS POWER.   Talk to other design pro-
fessionals. Share tips. If you hold art meetings, have each 
member of the department share a tip at the end of each 
meeting. Bonus: it makes everyone a contributor to the 
meeting.
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